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VOYAGER NEPTUNE TELEMETRY
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ABSTRACT

Improvements to the Voyager telemetry system, which have been implemented on the
spacecraft and in the Deep Space Network (DSN), will allow a net science data return
from Neptune essentially equivalent to that received from Saturn in spite of the increased
range. Enhancements to the system performance include:

Increased DSN ground station G/T
Inter-agency arraying
Spacecraft data compression
Reed-Solomon concatenated coding
Reduced telemetry link uncertainties

Net improvements totaled 8 dB in a system that was state-of-the-art when Voyager was
launched in 1979.

BACKGROUND

The Voyager telemetry system was designed to provide a maximum telemetry data rate of
44.8 kilobits per second during the Saturn encounters at a range of approximately 10 AU.
At this rate, the link would provide one five million bit full-frame image plus a half-million
bits of non-imaging science every 144 seconds. Although this data rate could not be
supported for the full 24 hours each day, the net data return of 300 images per day, plus
continuous non-imaging science at a rate of 3600 data bits per second (BPS), was
adequate to provide the quantity of data required to determine the characteristics of the
planet, rings, and moons. Since the Voyager 1 Titan encounter was successful, the Project



was allowed to re-target the Voyager 2 Saturn encounter in such a way to allow
encounters with Uranus and Neptune. Both of these systems include a planet, a ring
system, and several moons. The amount of data required to characterize these systems is
therefore approximately the same as that required at Saturn. The 20 AU range to Saturn
and 30 AU range to Neptune, however, resulted in additional telemetry link path losses of
6 and 9.5 dB, respectively, which would limit the data return to 25 and 11 percent of that
desired unless some way could be found to compensate for the additional loss.

VOYAGER TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The Voyager telemetry system is a part of the telecommunications system that supports not
only telemetry, but command, navigation, radio metrics (doppler and ranging), and radio
science investigations. The telemetry portion of the spacecraft hardware includes the flight
data system (FDS--not a part of the telecommunications system), the telemetry modulation
unit (TMU), the transmitter portion of the radio frequency system (RFS), and the
S-/X-band antenna (SXA). The FDS formats the science and engineering data and block
encodes some or all of the data with a Golay or Reed-Solomon outer code. Two data
streams are output from the FDS to the TMU: the primary or high-rate stream includes all
science and engineering data at a variable rate, while the secondary or low-rate stream
includes only engineering data at a fixed rate of 40 BPS. In the TMU, the high-rate data
stream is coded with a K=7, R=1/2 convoluted inner code. The high-rate data stream is
then bi-phase modulated onto a 360 kHz square wave subcarrier. The high-rate data, plus
subcarrier, is then output at a variable level to the X-band exciter in the RFS. Either
subcarrier can (and has) been used for either data stream, but 360 kHz on X-band and 22.5
kHz on S-band is now standard procedure for Voyager.

In the RFS, the subcarriers bi-phase modulate the S- and X-band signals in the exciters.
The variable output level from the TMU allows adjustment of the modulation index from
20 degrees to 90 degrees. The modulated S- and X-band signals are amplified and
transmitted via the SXA. The X-band transmitter power during encounter periods is 20
Watts, and the S-band output power is 6.7 Watts. The SXA consists of a 3.7-meter
parabolic dish with a cassegrain X-band feed and a focal point S-band feed. The signal
paths are diplexed by a frequency selective subreflector. The SXA also includes a low-
gain 60 degree beamwidth antenna that may be selected for the S-band receive and
transmit links only. At Neptune range, this low-gain antenna (LGA) is useless for either
command or telemetry, and all operations are via the high gain antenna (HGA). The entire
system with the exception of the SXA is dual-redundant. A block diagram is shown in
Figure 1. A complete description of the Voyager telecommunications system may be found
in Reference 1.



The ground portion of the system consists of a number of large parabolic dish antennas
with apertures from 34-meter diameter to 70-meter diameter. All are equipped with
cryogenically-cooled maser amplifiers providing system noise temperatures at zenith
between 18 and 25 Kelvins. The ground receivers employ phase-lock loop carrier tracking
with threshold loop bandwidths of 10 or 30 Hz. Carrier thresholds are on the order of
-170 dBm. The subcarrier demodulation and data synchronization are both carried out in
narrow-band phase-lock loops, and the resulting system noise bandwidth is equal to the
data symbol rate. Convolution-ally-coded data are decoded in a maximum likelihood
convolutional decoder (MCD). Data having concatenated Golay or Reed-Solomon coding
are decoded by computer. The resulting bit error rate (BER) for the various coding
schemes as a function of bit signal-to-noise ratio (BSNR) is shown In Figure 2. A complete
description of the ground system may be found In Reference 2.

The primary X-band telemetry link is strongly influenced by weather and exhibits a large
variation as a function of ground station antenna elevation angle as shown in Figure 3. For
this reason, the link data rate is changed periodically during a station view period to match
the expected signal power-to-noise spectral density ratio. Use of a digital tape recorder on
the spacecraft allows storage of data during the overlap “nulls” for playback near the peak
of a station view period.

There are essentially three specific types of data that are transmitted over the Voyager
telemetry links. These are imaging science (pictures), non-imaging science, and spacecraft
engineering data. During encounter periods, the engineering data rate is fixed at 40 BPS,
and the non-imaging science data rate is fixed at 3600 BPS. The imaging science data rate
is variable and takes up the remainder of the available link capacity. The data quality
requirements specified a BER of 5x10  for engineering and imaging data and a BER of-3

5x10  for non-imaging science. Since only ten percent of the data required a BER of-5

5x10 , the link was designed for a BER of 5x10 , and the lower error rate for non-imaging-5          -3

science was provided by use of Golay coding. The code used has an overhead of 100
percent, which resulted in a coded science channel rate of 7200 BPS.

LINK IMPROVEMENTS FOR NEPTUNE ENCOUNTER

In overcoming the additional path losses to Uranus and Neptune, there were a limited
number of link parameters that could be improved. The original link design in the early
1970s represented the best practical system that could be implemented at the time. The
system used the largest spacecraft aperture possible (limited by the shroud diameter on the
launch vehicle), the highest practical frequency, and the highest possible transmitter output
power. Naturally, none of these parameters could be changed on a vehicle several billion
miles from Earth. Link parameters that could be manipulated within certain limits were the
Earth receiving antenna aperture and efficiency, the receiving system noise temperature,



the data formatting and coding and the margin allowed for link hardware uncertainties, and
weather effects.

GROUND RECEIVING APERTURE

The Saturn encounter performance was based on the use of the DSN 64-meter antennas,
each of which could be arrayed with a 34-meter antenna. If we assign an aperture unit of
1.0 to represent the gain/system noise temperature (G/T) of a 64-meter antenna, the
34-meter standard antenna G/T would be 0.25 aperture units for a net aperture of 1.25 per
DSN complex, and a world total of 3.75 64-meter aperture units at the Saturn encounter.
Improvements made to the DSN for the Neptune encounter included the addition of a
34-meter high efficiency (HEF) antenna at each of the three complexes, and the extension
of the 64-meter antennas to a diameter of 70 meters. Efficiency of the 70-meter antennas
has also been increased by installing new surface panels with better tolerances, a new
subreflector, and a new tripod, resulting in a net gain of 1.9 dB in performance.

The 34-meter HEF antennas each provide 0.35 64-meter aperture units, and the 70-meter
antennas provide 1.5 64-meter aperture units. Total worldwide G/T provided by arraying
all three antennas at the three DSN sites is 6.4 64-meter aperture units. Prior to the Uranus
encounter, it was recognized that additional antennas were in use throughout the world
under the jurisdiction of agencies outside NASA and the DSN. Although none of these
facilities was capable of receiving the Voyager signal, and their principal use was for radio
astronomy, it was thought to be possible to borrow these facilities and install the required
equipment in order to allow their use during the relatively short encounter periods. This
concept of inter-agency arraying was implemented successfully and resulted in the use of
the Commonwealth for Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) 64-meter
radio telescope at Parkes, Australia, during the Uranus encounter, providing an additional
0.8 64-meter aperture unit (Reference 3).

In light of the successful use of the Parkes 64-meter radio telescope arrayed with the
Canberra, Australia, Deep Space Communications Complex (DSCC) of the DSN at
Uranus encounter, plans were developed to use the Very Large Array (VLA) at Socorro,
New Mexico, to augment the aperture available at the Goldstone, California, DSCC. The
VLA consists of a “Y”-shaped array of 27 24-meter antennas that provide 3.8 times the
physical area of a 64-meter antenna. The individual antennas also have a higher efficiency
than the DSN 64-meter antennas, and the total VLA gain is equivalent to five 64-meter
antennas. Due to the extreme cost of implementing 27 cryogenically-cooled masers, the
VLA antennas are to be outfitted with cooled field effect transistor (FET) or high electron
mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifiers. The resulting system noise temperature of 50
Kelvins (for the FETs) is twice that of the DSN stations, and so the net G/T of the VLA is
about 2.4 64-meter aperture units Reference 4). This raises the total available antenna



capability for the Neptune encounter to 9.7 aperture units, a gain of approximately 4 dB
over the value at Saturn encounter. Additional small improvements to the DSN stations
result in an increase of 0.3 aperture units for a net Neptune aperture of 10 units.

telemetry link efficiency for the encounter period from IDC plus Reed-Solomon coding is
approximately 3 dB.

LINK MARGIN

Deep space telemetry links are extremely power-limited and must be operated in the most
efficient manner possible. Specification of a link margin equal to the sum of the worst-case
parameter tolerances in order to guarantee recovery of all transmitted data is an
unaffordable luxury, especially at X-band, where the weather degradation can be severe.
The Voyager telemetry design is thus statistical in nature, in which a balance must be
struck between getting a small amount of data with nearly 100 percent confidence, and
getting a lesser percentage of a greater amount of data. Empirical analysis of the statistics
of the Voyager X-band link shows the following relationship between link margin and net
data return with a fixed link.

LINK DATA % DATA NET DATA
MARGIN RATE RECOVERY RECOVERED

 -0.6 dB 115 50 57.5
  0.0 dB 100 (Ref.) 60 60.0
+0.6 dB   87 80 69.6
+1.2 dB   76 90 68.4
+1.8 dB   66 95 62.7

This indicates that the maximum quantity of data return occurs at a link confidence
between 80 and 90 percent. The optimum link confidence should and would be used, if all
data were of equal importance. In the case of Voyager, it is recognized that some data are
more important than other data, and in some cases, the more important data cannot be
identified apriori. Most encounter data are therefore returned at a link confidence of 90
percent (cruise data is returned at 80 percent). Encounter data known to be of high value is
returned at a confidence of 95 percent, and In some cases, is also recorded for subsequent
playback to ensure recovery.

The value of link margin between the confidence values shown in the Table is 0.6 dB is
referred to as the one-sigma variance for the link, even though the statistics are distinctly
non-gaussian, and is a measure of the link uncertainty. This uncertainty is a function of the
tolerances applied to each of the link parameters including the weather. Following the



Uranus encounter, during which 98 percent of the data were recovered, all of the link
tolerances were examined in order to determine if there were any that could be reduced.
Two primary candidates were discovered: the X-band traveling-wave tube (TWT) output
power, and the X-band weather effects. The X-band TWT output power negative tolerance
was -1.0 dB. This had been specified early in the mission as the point at which the spare
TWT would be switched in. In the years since launch, the primary X-band TWT on
Voyager 1 had begun to show degradation symptomatic of cathode depletion. This tube
was the first expected to degrade, and indeed it has. By measuring the amount of
degradation during the three years following the first symptom, it was possible to place an
upper bound of 0.5 dB on the degradation possible on the primary Voyager 2 TWT
between Uranus and Neptune.

The nine years between the 1977 launch and the 1986 Uranus encounter have also allowed
a refinement of the model used to represent X-band weather effects at the DSN stations.
This is primarily the increase in system noise temperature due to moisture in the
atmosphere. The actual value of the effect is a function of the antenna elevation angle and
is statistically dependent on the season and the time of day, so that it is not possible to
place a fixed “dB” value on the margin reduction afforded by the improved weather model.
The combined improvement due to the combination of the TWT and weather tolerance
reduced the link sigma from 0.9 to 0.6 dB, providing a net improvement of 0.6 dB at the
90 percent (two-sigma) confidence level.

SUMMARY

Summing the improvements made to the X-band telemetry link since the Saturn encounter
in dBs shows a gain in link capability of:

Increased receiving antenna G/T 4.3 dB
Spacecraft data compression and coding 3.0 dB
Reduced link tolerances 0.6 dB
Net gain 7.9 dB

This is 1.6 dB short of the total 9.5 dB path-loss increase between Saturn and Neptune, but
the resulting performance is adequate to provide a daily data return of 225 effective full-
frame images plus continuous GS&E data at an information bit rate of 3600 BPS (link rate
4.8 KBPS), except during brief nulls between station view periods. The encounter of
Voyager 2 with the Neptune system will represent the accomplishment of a seemingly
insurmountable task through steady planned engineering progress, innovation in the use of
spacecraft hardware for purposes other than the intended use, and a little foresight.

The work described in this paper was carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,



California Institute of Technology, under contract to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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FIGURE 1.  TELECOMMUNICATIONS BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 2.  DECODER PERFORMANCE



FIGURE 3.  NEPTUNE ENCOUNTER 70M DSS PERFORMANCE


